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Winter, January 1945. It is cold and dark, and the German army is retreating from the Russian advance.
Germans are fleeing the occupied territories in their thousands, in cars and carts and on foot. But in a rural
East Prussian manor house, the wealthy von Globig family tries to seal itself off from the world.

Peter von Globig is twelve, and feigns a cough to get out of his Hitler Youth duties, preferring to sledge
behind the house and look at snowflakes through his microscope. His father Eberhard is stationed in Italy - a
desk job safe from the front - and his bookish and musical mother Katharina has withdrawn into herself.
Instead the house is run by a conservative, frugal aunt, helped by two Ukrainian maids and an energetic Pole.
Protected by their privileged lifestyle from the deprivation and chaos around them, and caught in the grip of
indecision, they make no preparations to leave, until Katharina's decision to harbour a stranger for the night
begins their undoing.

Brilliantly evocative and atmospheric of the period, sympathetic yet painfully honest about the motivations
of its characters, All for Nothing is a devastating portrait of the self-delusions, complicities and denials of the
German people as the Third Reich comes to an end. Like deer caught in headlights, they stare into a gaping
maw they sense will soon close over them.
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From reader reviews:

Alfred Cox:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold
on guys this aren't like that. This All for Nothing book is readable simply by you who hate the straight word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving actually
decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer connected with All for Nothing content
conveys prospect easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the
articles but it just different as it. So , do you nonetheless thinking All for Nothing is not loveable to be your
top listing reading book?

Victor Banister:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information today can get by anyone at
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
if those information which is in the former life are challenging be find than now could be taking seriously
which one works to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you find the unstable resource
then you understand it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen within you if you take All for Nothing as your daily resource information.

Roxanne Pineda:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them loved ones
or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or even playing
video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity this is look different you can read a book.
It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book which you read you can spent all day long to reading
a publication. The book All for Nothing it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of people that
recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough space
to develop this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore simply to read this book from a smart
phone. The price is not very costly but this book possesses high quality.

Dawn Campbell:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your short space of time to read it because pretty much everything time you only
find publication that need more time to be examine. All for Nothing can be your answer because it can be
read by you actually who have those short time problems.
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